
Have To

Name: Date: __/__/20__

They _________________________ license to go to funerals, or I don't
guess the old woman would er went.
1.

(not/take out)
don't have to take out

I _____________________ him a piece of my mind.2. (shall/give)shall have to give

_____________________________ something to talk about?3.
(people/not/past/have/?)

Didn't people have to have

The women ______________________ their time chewing on the
sealskins to make them pliable for shoes and garments.
4.

(not/spend)
don't have to spend

I just ____________ to someone.5. (past/go)had to go

They have an amplifier, and you ____________________ phones at all.6.
(not/use)

don't have to use

Of course, I _______________ the work.7. (past/learn)had to learn

___________________________ happy about?8. (what/they/past/be/?)What did they have to be

But remember, you ___________________ it.9. (not/do)don't have to do

They ______________ for flight through space.10. (past/work)had to work

And I ________________________ at all he holds on for me and Auntie's
not afraid, that way.
11.

(not/hold on)
don't have to hold on

Anyway, I _______________ a point.12. (past/prove)had to prove

You ________________________ in response to my bread and butter
letter, but I am glad you did.
13.

(past/not/write)
did not have to write

He _____________ it on his own.14. (past/try)had to try

At the end of the year you _________________________ all the little
sums spent each day, but by looking in the right book under each month you
can see exactly what all the meat cost and all the vegetables, and so on.

15.

(not/go over)

do not have to go over
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She had been mentally thanking her stars she
______________________ for Carol very often.
16.

(past/not/cook)didn't have to cook

And Lucien had gained confidence; he gave himself out in talk as though
he __________________ by his wit, and was pronounced to be a "clever
fellow" in the slang of the coterie of semi-comrades.

17.

(past/not/live)
had not to live

________________________ in this recess all night?18. (he/would/stay/?)Would he have to stay

Such cameras require no focusing or estimating of distances, and as they
___________________________, are always ready for immediate action.
19.

(passive/not/open)
do not have to be opened

___________________________ to such hack!20. (what/you/can/say/?)What can you have to say
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